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Now $899
Save $100 

Perfectly convenient for small spaces and going 
places! 
Comes with a hard cover.

PFAFF Australia
(02) 4337 3737                  PFAFF.com/au

Pricing valid till the 31st January 2020 
or while stocks last Catalogue pricing valid till the 31st January 2020 or while stocks last                                   pfaff.com/au

 Premier+ 2 is the ultimate embroidery software for any embroidery machine.

The software contains everything you love about the original software plus amazing new 
features like Word Sculpt, Bezier Curves and Mitered Ends.

Package starting from $259

Your local authorised retailer is:

creative icon

Now $13,990
Save $2,000

creative 3.0

Now $4,999
Save $1,000

The creative icon is our most advanced machine combining our legacy of maximum precision with 
every best-in-class feature you demand.
The result is a feat of technological excellence destined to exceed the aspirations of today’s
sewing, quilting and embroidery artisans.

NEW Expression 710

Now $3,590
Save $1,000

Harness the versatility and precision integral to 
the masterful sewist.

The advanced capabilities of this 
sewing and embroidery machine will 
bring out the designer in you.
Wherever your imagination takes you, 
the results are always perfect!



performance icon

Now $7,990
Save $2,009

NEW! quilt ambition 
630

Now $2,190
Save $600 

NEW! ambition 610

Now $1,490
Save $100

hobbylock 2.5

Now $899
Save $100

NEW! quilt expression 720

Now $4,690
Save $600

The performance icon executes better than 
anything you’ve ever experienced.
You will have full control of all your 
projects.

A reliable overlock machine with automatic 
settings that makes it easier to get the right 
setting with a precise stitch result.

Whether your passion is fashion or home 
decoration.
This sewing machine is what you need.

NEW ambition range

Command your creativity with the 
ambition 610 and the quilt
ambition 630.

Durable technology and artful 
operation make these machines 
stand out from the crowd.

Elegant functionality is delivered 
with poise and precision by the 
exciting expression™ line.

creative 4.5

Now $6,999
Save $3,600

This sewing and embroidery machine offers a range of impressive 
features and creative possibilities, as well as an incredible diversity 
in  designs.

Smarter by 
PFAFF 260C

Now $499
Save $200


